Terra Veta a woman-owned small business located in the St. Louis metropolitan area. We specialize in aeronautical chart production, aeronautical and maritime source data processing, and feature extraction from satellite imagery using geospatial information systems. We are partnered with large corporations which provide products and services to the federal government.

Immediate openings – both short- or long-term positions

Perfect summer opportunity for aviation students!

Aeronautical Information Specialist:

This position is in support a Department of Defense program for the U.S. Government. Applicant must be a U.S. citizen.

The specialist will produce terminal procedures for military flights such as departure, arrival and approach charts using MicroStation (CAD software). Candidates will have familiarity with instrument flight, flight information publications, and must understand aeronautical concepts. Training is provided, but previous experience with CAD software, an instrument flight rating, or prior air traffic control experience is a plus.

Send resumes to: careers@terraveta.com